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Vened avec moi, c1930, pencil and collage, by Edward Burra (1905 1976). Detail of this
important English surrealist drawing, purchased in 1976, which is discussed in this issue
of the Calendar.
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The Gasroigne Almshouses, Aberford, Yorkshire, 1844, by Fowler Jones. Built by the Miss
Gascoignes of Parlington Park in memory of their father, Richard Oliver Gascoigne, this
impressive Collegiate Gothic complex was purchased in 1975 by Leeds City Council and
is in the process of conversion into a conservation centre for paintings, drawings, sculpture, textiles and the decorative arts.

Editorial
Almost from the day it was opened the Art
Gallery has had the Sword of Damocles hanging
over it. It has been thought not big enough,
impressive enough or merely in the way of some
grandiose building project which might condescend to incorporate an art gallery within its
prodigious mass. The chequered history of the
present structure
and the lack of respect
accorded it may be due to the fact that it has
never looked quite finished. Its front, with a
glass lantern-light appearing to ooze through a
gap in the parapet, could never be called a
'facade'. When it was discovered that the floors
were unsafe it was as if the building had finally
lost all self confidence and decided to commit
suicide. But by this time attitudes had changed a
little and it was cautiously admitted to be nearly
a very good gallery and quite worthy of the best
site in the city. It therefore seems now that its
life as well as its front is not finished.
The idea of building on an extension where
Centenary Street now accommodates parked
cars sowed just the right seed for the climate of
the day. It quickly took root and has already
produced blossom which promises plentiful and
unique fruit in the foreseeable future. The proposed new unit will have a number of intriguing
features, not least its physical presence, designed
to make the Art Gallery worthy of its splendid
art collections and also to create a bold centrepiece abutting onto the Garden of Rest; it must
also be a good neighbour to the highly regarded
Central Library and Museum next door. A
daunting brief for the architects, but of a type
which has so often produced the goods in the
past, for there is nothing so stimulating to the
right man as a difficult assignment.
Basically the extension will consist of a ground
floor sculpture gallery with an outdoor sculpture
garden on top of it and below, at semi-basement
level, an exhibition gallery and a craft centre.
The latter is a very important element in the
whole concept. There are excellent craftsmen
working in many parts of the country, but they
have few opportunities of showing and selling
their work. It is high time that an outlet in a
northern industrial city was set up having close

links with London where facilities are better but
geographically restricted. Benefit would come to
craftsmen wherever they lived for there is a vast
potential public up here. It should be loudly
proclaimed that decorative arts of a very high
standard are available today and their aesthetic
qualities are widely appreciated not only by the
cognoscenti. Worth emphasis here is the fact
that carefully chosen objects are bought, and
artists commissioned to produce work, for the
permanent collections at Lotherton Hall —
just as
painting and sculpture of our own day is bought
for the Art Gallery. Part of the basements of the
present building and the Library will be made
into a pub with access from a sunken piazza on
the site of Centenary Street where also will be
the entrance to the craft centre, reached directly
from the Art Gallery too. All the sculpture
collection —in other words, the heavy brigade—
will go into the new structure where the floors
can be made suitably strong comparatively
cheaply and easily. This will release the present
sculpture rooms for showing our pictures and
temporary exhibitions. The outdoor sculpture
will be seen against the blank stone wall of the
first floor, perfectly cast to play a background
role. Members may recall that in 1966 there was
a scheme for placing relief sculpture by one of
the Gregory Fellows along this wall; the plan
only came to naught when the powers that be
decided that the Art Gallery was not worth
preserving. 1966 was a bitter year, as other,
already detailed, proposals for greatly improving
the building were dropped for the same reason.
It is comforting to think that some of the best of
these ideas, suitably modified of course, will be
resurrected in the new scheme.
Inside, the new sculpture gallery will be made
as spacious as the site will allow. The fine south
windows of the existing front will be preserved as
internal features through which one may look
into the Print Room k Art Library; they will
therefore have an important practical function
of visually increasing the central space in a
necessarily narrow area. Looking through from
the other side at the sculpture should be an
exhilarating experience for those swotting away

at their books or enjoying the intimate delights
of the Early English watercolour school. The

Venetian blinds which help to protect
and delicate drawings from the overlight and the heat of the midday sun can
be scrapped. The News Room will
an exhibition gallery connected by a
series of small areas to what are now the sculpture galleries. At the other side of the building
the vestibule will be greatly improved by being
made all on one level with at last a suitably
enticing entrance. The extension, which incidentally will have air conditioning, represents
the first and major part of a rehabilitation
scheme for the entire Art Gallery and it will
indeed, at one and the same time, improve the
whole by creating vital new space and allowing
the redeployment of the permanent collection.
It will also mean —and this is a major point —that
more temporary exhibitions can be put on. So
the overall package should be pretty good.
Some fine sculptors have been reared, trained
or worked in these parts. If one jumbles them up
chronologically, Joseph Gott, the Gregory Fellows at the University, Barbara Hepworth and
above all Henry Moore come to mind. To the
last we turned naturally for advice and help; we
got it in full measure. His views and experience
of lighting, scale and background have been
invaluable and will all be reflected in the final
designs. The level of his involvement is summed
up by the fact that he has agreed that the main
part of the ground floor shall be called 'The
Moore Sculpture Gallery'. Mary, his daughter,
is much concerned too and we look forward to
working with the Moore Foundation, announced
to the press in February, in the days to come.
How can any public authority contemplate
such a scheme now? A good question and fortunately there is an answer for it. The cost of
servicing the capital required (this is believed to
be the correct financial jargon) will be substantially met by the rents coming in from the public
house and the craft centre; then there are the
grants, among them the spectacular contribution from the Arts Council. This body's own
comment on the scheme cannot be bettered so
should be quoted 'The City Art Gallery scheme
is one of the most imaginative that we have seen
in recent years and by far the biggest and most
striking that we have come across to improve one
of the major provincial galleries. The level of the
Arts Council commitment — 100,000 is far in
horrible
readers
bearing
at last
become
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excess of anything that the Council has offered
before under its Housing the Arts scheme for a
municipal gallery and this shows the importance
is salutary to
which the council attaches to
recall that the Arts Council also subsidised the
abortive sculpture scheme of 1966 commented
on earlier and the Stable Court exhibition
rooms at Temple Newsam in 1970. The Pilgrim
has also
foundation,
Trust, an independent
greatly helped the Art Galleries over the years
and has now made a substantial grant for the
new extension: Leeds is deeply grateful and has
become very fond of such loyal benefactors. We
are still prepared to stand cap in hand at the
door of any other august, or not so august, body
which would like to be associated in deed and
name with this splendid project; apologies for
should be lost
begging, but no opportunity
through false pride. More money means, quite
simply, better details and extras. As the Arts
Calendars cross so many oceans, this message is
perhaps more attractive if one imagines it in a
bottle cast upon the waters —it might even be a
worthwhile stunt to do just this for it would be
quite something to be able to install seats and
carpets, for example, paid for by the passengers
and crew of a ship crossing the Atlantic.
Can it really be that the fire of the Phoenix
can be kindled in the damp artistic climate of
Leeds? Most people who have tried it in the past
have merely burnt their fingers.
Buildings certainly have personalities —some
endearing, others forbidding, some recessive,
others dominant. A physical overhaul, new
clothes and a little make-up could do wonders
for the Art Gallery and help it to perform
happily, successfully and to modern requirements the functions for which it was built. The
Almshouses at Aberford pose quite a different
problem. The building is dominant and unbending; its sadness proceeds from the simple fact of
being made redundant. No-one could deny that
it has an exceptionally handsome face and a
finely proportioned figure. May be if left to rot it
would have accepted its fate proudly and become a romantic ruin in the tradition of the
great monastic houses of Yorkshire. But there
are quite enough ruins in the county already—
romantic and very much otherwise. What could
be done with eight small houses, all substandard in terms of light and other modern
housing requirements, a chapel, a refectory and
a grand hall. It took some years of brain-racking
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before the answer became obvious, yet it was
there from the first time that Sir Alvary Gascoigne said he wished the almshouses could one
day become part of the Leeds Art Galleries
complex and more specifically of the Lotherton
image. It will never be forgotten that he himself
was the central figure in creating this powerful
image by his staggering act of selfless generosity
to the people of his native Yorkshire. The story
of the Lotherton gift will always be worth
retelling.
As knowledge of the causes of deterioration
increases and the techniques of conserving and
restoring works of art improve it has become
ever more pressing that the nation's treasures be
properly looked after. The small and dispersed
workshops at Temple Newsam, the Art Gallery
and Lotherton Hall become ever more inadequate for our needs and it is impossible to help
other museums and art collections in the region
though the distress signals become ever harder to
ignore.
In due course a flash of insight made it clear
that the Almshouses might have been purpose
built as a conservation centre: 16 small workshops, the upper ones in pairs linked together, if
required, by communicating
doors; 2 large
rooms for special jobs and sorting the intake; a
warden's house; 1 grand and 3 'goods'ntrances
and a wide covered passage connecting the lot.
Only minor alterations needed to be done and
nothing which altered the character of a major
listed building inside or out. What more could
be asked, but more was on offer: a position just
off'he Al meant that road links to all parts were
excellent and a splendid local landmark, superbly built in 1844, would be given a new lease of
life. The fourth and vital unit ol the Art Gallery
complex had been found.
It sometimes feels as if developing the art
collections in Leeds, including of course the
essential architectural element represented by
the buildings which house them, is like doing a
jigsaw puzzle without looking at the picture;

once you have got the hang of the thing and can
spot the right bits everything fits together as
intended. Be that as it may and to cut a very
long story short, the City Council bought the
Almshouses and prepared to convert them. Then
came the crash of plans and hopes, for no more
money was allocated for the project, not even in
order to attract the 45/0 government subsidies
available for the necessary work. However, at
the moment, after much gnashing of teeth, all
does not seem lost, for the government's Job
Creation Programme launched last year may
have saved the situation. A good team of six men
under the guidance of an able and versatile
foreman are restoring the various rooms by
removing the modern, but inadequate and ugly
'improvements'ade
to help the old people
who lived there until recently. They are also
restoring the fabric by repairing roofs, eradicating damp and all the rest of it against the time
when conversion can proceed and, we hope,
government
grants be reclaimed. One day
Aberford may yet become the regional hospital
for the visual arts, particularly of the threedimensional kind, and play a vital part in saving
the artistic riches of the north for those yet
unborn or even thought of. In short fulfil the
high purpose for which the Almshouses were
bought in 1975.
To return to the present and settle the dust
conjured by this bricks and mortar editorial a bit
of human interest is needed. That James Lomax
makes an excellent subject for a last paragraph
is entirely incidental for he would have had a
place allotted to him somewhere in this Calendar
in any case. He came to Leeds in January as a
very welcome successor to Emmeline Leary.
Perhaps his considerable experience of the outside world has enabled him to settle quickly into
a new regime and members will soon find him a
familiar and helpful addition to the curatorial
team. We wish him every possible success and
happiness while he is with us.

Charles Ginner, Camden Town and
Neo- Realism
ALEXANDER ROBERTSON
'The aim of Neo-Realism is the plastic interpretation of Life through the intimate research into
Nature.... All great painters by direct intercourse with Nature have extracted from her
facts which others have not observed before, and
interpreted them by methods which are personal
and expressive of themselves —this is the great
tradition of Realism.... Realism must not be
just decorative it must interpret... Life in all
its effects, moods and
writing in The Jato Age in January
1914, was using the term neo-realist which had
been applied to describe himself and Harold
Gilman when they had exhibited at Goupil's the
previous autumn. In those last few months
before the First World War, London witnessed
many manifestos and declarations culminating
in the first really home-produced
avant-garde
movement, Vorticism. What Ginner and Gilman
sought to reaffirm was the continuing viability of
using the natural world for artistic inspiration,
following the lead of the Post-Impressionists,
Cez anne, Gauguin and Van Gogh. Gin ner
developments.'inner,

1. Portrait of Charles

Ginner,

Art Gallery.

Southampton

c1911 by Malcolm Drummond.
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wanted to give his paintings a solidity of drawing
and technique using a subject matter clearly
related to life. Ginner and Gilman were not the
only ones to attack those who tried to make a
decorative formula out of Cezanne: T. E. Hulme
was equally scornful of the contrived productions of Roger Fry and his Bloomsbury friends,
but for Hulme the right way art should be going
was more towards abstraction than the Camden
Towners would consider. Nor did he support
Ginner's form of realism: including everything
just because it happened to be there in a particular view.
Born in 1878, the son of British parents living
in Cannes, Ginner had originally studied architecture, but abandoning this idea for a career he
enrolled at the Academic Vitti in Paris, where
one of his teachers was the vigorous colourist,
Anglada y Camarada. For a short time Ginner
also attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. While in
Paris he came into contact with all the new
developments in painting since Impressionism,
so that on his arrival in England in 1909—10 he
was to all intents and purposes a Frenchman,
speaking English with an accent and in appearance having the confidence and worldly wiseness
of the Parisian man-about-town (Fig. I). Ginner
had first exhibited in London in 1908 in Frank
Rutter's mammoth Allied Artists'ssociation
exhibition at the Albert Hall, where his strong
colour and drawing came to the attention of
Spencer Gore. London in the decade before the
war was gradually awakening from its artistic
insularity. Since 1886 the New English Art Club
had tried to wean the public attitude and taste
away from the Royal Academy, with its mind
closed to developments
in France. Gradually
over the years, some loan exhibitions and the
return of young artists from France created an
interest in the new aesthetic outlook flowing
from Paris among interested artists, so that a
British response began to blossom. The general
public, however, did not experience the full
impact of new trends until Roger Fry's exhibitions of Manet and the Post Impressionists and The
Exhibition in 1910 and
Second Post-Impressionist

1912 respectively. The public was shocked and
outraged. Young artists came to look for themselves and to be confirmed or converted in their
2.

The Circus,

1913 by Charles Ginner. Leeds City Art Galleries
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tastes. Between the two exhibitions the Camden
Town Group had been founded, with sixteen
members: Bayes, Bevan, Drummond, Gilman,
Ialso nos. 3 and 4).

Ginner, Gore, Innes, John, Lamb, Lewis, Lightfoot, Manson, Pissarro, Ratcliffe, Sickert and
Doman Turner. The group had grown out of the

19 Fitzroy Street association of artists initiated
by Sickert in 1907 for the meeting of public and
artists on Saturday afternoons with the purpose
of selling pictures. Since his return from France
in 1905 Sickert had 'adopted'his area of north
London as a suitable milieu for his paintings of
low-life, dingy rooms, decaying houses and the
famous series of nudes on iron-bedsteads. This
come down
aesthetic of 'life as you find
from Whistler and Degas, and through Sickert
was passed on to his young proteges. Sickert
himself rejected 'realism', the wish to record
everything as it is —selection was essential and
being a pupil of Whistler a certain refinement of
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technique also.
On his arrival in England, Ginner became
firm friends with Harold Gilman, then almost on
the point of abandoning his rather low-toned
palette, to become a brilliant colourist. Unlike
other members of the circle, Ginner had not
been taught by Sickert and arrived with his
pantheon of gods already acknowledged. Chief
amongst these was Van Gogh. In the first
Camden Town show at the Carfax Galleries,
several newspapers singled out Ginner's ?he
Sunlit Wall (painted in 1908), commenting on its
'glowing, jewel-like quality... quite Bacchic in
beauty'.'
its voluptuous
year later in the
famous painting of ?he Cafe Royal (Tate Gallery), Ginner had assimilated Van Gogh's style
to a much greater extent. Forms are created in
the paint itself but there are still trails of colour
over the surface. The handling of paint is very
thick and heavy but the rich opulence of the
Cafe is dramatically realised. The following year
Ginner was one of the many leading avantgarde London artists involved in the decoration
of Madame Strindberg's Cave of the Golden Calf
nightclub, the Cabaret Theatre Club, but his
hunting scenes have not survived.
By 1913, when he came to paint the Leeds
Art Gallery's recently acquired painting ?he
Circus (Fig. 2), Ginner, together with Gilman,
had evolved his creed of Leo-Realism which was
published the following year. Being the meticulous and dedicated artist that he was Ginner
kept a record of most of his paintings and drawings in several notebooks, listing their date, size,
places of exhibition, price and buyer.2 Mr. E. M.
Dickey recollects that Ginner 'found the
circus, held in the Agricultural Hall, Islington,
quite irresistible. He booked the same seat,
night after night, and made elaborate drawings

O'.

from which he painted the picture itself, in his
rooms in Maple Street'.s The Circus puts many
Judeo-Realist painting theories into practice. The
scene is 'from life'ut is transposed into 'Art'y
the artist. Its immediate feature is the very thick
impasto of the paint surface; a year later Sickert
was to write that Ginner and Gilman were 'The
thickest painters in London',4 to which Ginner
retorted that he would 'paint as thick as he
damn well pleased'. Performers and audience in
the circus ring are frozen into a rich pattern of
shapes and lines; the harmony of the brilliant
colours conveys well the gaudy splendour of the
hall, while the black outlines, a strong feature of
Van Gogh's art, fastens everyone into the surface
of the canvas. In the angular drawing of both the
female rider and the horse there is something of
the Dutch master's treatment of form (as in his
LrArlesienne, Metropolitan Museum, New York),
but there is also more than a hint in the horse'
handling and colour of Bevan's favourite subject
matter. The Circus, a favourite theme of French
artists in the late nineteenth century, has little of
the compositional daring of similar subjects by
Toulouse-Lautrec or Seurat, but it has instead a
glowing, dazzling quality which makes a striking impact on all who see the painting. It cannot
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5. Charles Ginner painting. Photograph

T. C. Caldicott.

courtesy of Mrs.

be a coincidence that the costume of the clown is
decorated with the sun-flowers so beloved of Van
Gogh (Fig. 3). Similarly the lamps above the
orchestra balcony send out rays of light (Fig. 4),
which are also reminiscent
of Van Gogh's
vibrating suns; such an eA'ect is particularly
noticeable in The Sourer, painted at Aries in 1888
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tg Fit<roy Street, c1913—1914 bv Malcolm Drummond.
County Museum'ervice).

Laint; Art (~allerv, Vewcastle upon Tyne ITyne and Wear

(now Collection Otterlo, Rijksmuseum KrollerMiiller). And yet ?he Circus is no Van Gogh
pastiche, unlike Victoria Embankment Gardens of
1912, where the clouds, swirling trees and flower
beds are imitations of Van Gogh's waving
cypress paintings.'y 1913 the obvious traits of
Van Gogh's style have been assimilated. In his
Neo-Realism article, Ginner was to describe
Van Gogh as 'the most intense of modern
Realists', whose concern for life and Nature with
his dependence on it for inspiration was always a
conscious feeling of Ginner's also. When looking
for a subject he usually took with him a home-

made viewfinder, 11 X9 cm, inscribed
'27 —20', which were his favourite sized
canvases. When a view had been chosen, detailed pencil drawings were worked up, then
squared and numbered for enlargement on the
canvas. Occasionally Ginner worked out-ofdoors, on site, but this became an increasingly
rare occurrence as the years passed (Fig. 5).
By a strange coincidence a painting by Malcolm Drummond,
Ig Fitgroy Street (Fig. 6),
shows part of The Circus propped up on the floor
between the legs of two of the standing figures,
who are examining some of the works for sale.
The figures have been identified from left to
right as Spencer Gore, Charles Ginner and
Frank Rutter. A drawing exists for the painting
which was also carried out as an etching.'rank
Rutter, who had been making a name for himself as an art critic and Fleet Street journalist,
was appointed Curator of Leeds City Art Gallery in 1912. Together with Michael Sadler,
'24-20'nd

Footnotes

1. Wendy Baron,

Camden
Town Recalled, The Fine Art
Society, London, 1976, p. 27, cat. no. 40.
2. The Circus, oil on canvas, 30 x 24 in., painted in 1913.
Provenance: bought from the artist by E. M.
Dickey in 1920; bought by Leeds City Art Galleries
from the Anthony d'Offay Gallery, 1976. Exhibited:
19 Fitzroy Street; The Goupil Gallery, April 1913; the
Allied Artists'ssociation, July 1913 (545) as The Circus,
Islington; The Goupil Gallery, April 1914 (26); also at
49 Cumberland Market; The Anthony d'Offay Gallery,
1975. Literature: Teresa Newman, 'French Painting
and The Circus', Antique Dealer and Collectors Guide,
November 1976, p. 82, ill.
The reference to The Circus appears in Book I of the
Ginner notebooks, page LXIII. The painting is listed,
with its size and places of exhibition and is noted as
being sold to E. M.
Dickey. A drawing for the
painting is also mentioned, which Ginner later sold to
Malcolm Drummond.
3. Information from Mr. E. M.
Dickey, November
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1976.
4. Baron,

10

O'.

op.

cit., p. 27, cat. no. 38.

Vice-Chancellor of Leeds University, he attempted to inject some life and feeling for art into his
Council Committee but his recollections of the
City Fathers of the day make sad reading.s He
did, however, help to get the Leeds Art Collections Fund ofl the ground in 1912 and also
organised several exhibitions of avant-garde art
aided by Sadler, who was a noted collector of
French and British art. During his five years in
Leeds many artists came up to visit Rutter,
which accounts for the paintings of Leeds by the
Camden Town group, for instance, Gilman's
Leeds Market (Tate Gallery) and Ginner's Leeds
Canal (Leeds City Art Gallery). It is one of those
ironies that the painting on the floor next to
Rutter, in 19 Fit<roy Street, is now in the Leeds
collections.
?he Circus now takes its place with the other
Sickert and Camden Town paintings as a vivid
witness to the impact of French Post-Impressionism on the British art scene. The Gallery's
holdings of this group are now extensive but
there is still room for an early and late Spencer
Gore as well as for a really earthy Sickert nude
of the Camden Town Period. To Charles
Ginner, Life was the source of all art, and paintin this matter of
ing was one of Life's crafts —
medium, it is only out of a sound and solid pigment that good surface and variety can be got,
and durability in the ages to come.'XeoAetdism.) Few people looking at the paintings of
of their
this group can remain unconvinced
artists'ove of paint and the dedication to their
chosen genre.

'...

5. Collection of Mr. Anton Lock.
6. Malcolm Easton, 'Charles Ginner: Viewing and Finding', Apollo, vol. 91, March 1970, pp. 204 —09.
7.

The drawing is in the Collection of Hull University. Mrs.
T. C. Caldicott, who knew Charles Ginner and Frank
Rutter, told the author (February 1977) that it is much
more likely that the middle figure is Rutter, as he seems
fairly tall, and that Ginner is the man on the right.
Ginner was a 'stocky, stodgy man', recalls Mrs. Caldicott, 'and he nearly always wore glasses'.
8. Frank Rutter, Since I was Twenty-Five, 1927.

I would like to thank the following for their
assistance with this article: Mrs. T. C. Caldicott,
Mr. E. M.
Dickey, Dr. Malcolm Easton,
Mr. Fairfax Hall, Mr. John Hoole, the Anthony
d'Offay Gallery; the Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle upon Tyne, and the Southampton Art
Gallery for permission to reproduce paintings in
their collections.
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Furniture by Marsh and Jones of Leeds
1864—1872
CHRISTOPHER HUTCHINSON
There is, for a number of reasons, much more
information about the lives and work of London
cabinet-makers working in the eighteenth and
nineteenth
centuries and still comparatively
little surviving evidence about provincial craftsmen. On the whole, fashionable landed gentry
London workshops, leaving local
patronised
firms to supply the mere incidentals of grand
furnishing schemes.'t is, therefore, encouraging
to find an increasing number of Yorkshire firms
enjoying a significant share of fashionable commissions. The firm of Wright and Elwick has
recently been researched and the work of Marsh
and Jones is the subject of this article.s In both
cases, these furniture makers were familiar with
the London industry and this was doubtless a
key to their success with discriminating clients.
Marsh Jones and Cribb was founded itt the
eighteenth century by Thomas Kendall, cabinetmaker and upholsterer of Leeds. The firm celebrated its bi-centenary in 1960 but the evidence
that pinpoints its inception is somewhat slender.
It is known that many of the records relating to
the early history of the firm were destroyed
during the Second World War and it would
appear that the only surviving reference to a
Thomas Kendall, working here in the capacity
of a joiner, is in the Harewood House accounts:
'Day Work done at Gawthorp... Saturday
Dec. the 14th 1765. Cutting down door jambs in
thc rooms at the North front, Cutting recesses R.
putting plugs in the Dining room R. cutting
recesses in the Library... Thos. Kendall 9.
1788, a plot of land 'nearly opposite Quebec
in Leeds'as
leased to Thomas Kendall,
cabinet-maker,'nd by the last decade of that
century there is ample evidence that Kendall
was to the forefront of his trade. In 1791 his
name is recorded in The Leeds Cabinet and ChairMakers Book of Prices,'here he signed on behalf
of the Masters, and again in the subscribers'ist
for Sheraton's The Cabinet-Maker and Upholsterer's Drawing-Book of 1793. The purpose of the
former book was to standardise
the prices
charged for cabinets, chairs and their components in an attempt to avoid unfair rates of pay
0.'n

in the Leeds furniture
amongst journeymen
industry. The later years of the eighteenth
century were probably lean ones for the majority
of Leeds furniture makers: the Leeds Mercury and
Leeds Intelligencer report bankruptcies, dissolution
of partnerships and diversifications of furniture
makers into presumably more profitable occupations. John Kendell took over the business from
his father during the last decade of the eighteenth
century and his survival may have been partly
due to his ability to improve his trading premises
and relationships. In 1811 Kendell moved into
the premises 'lately occupied by Samuel Stead
[a cabinet-maker] No. 44 Mill Hill, near the
Coloured Cloth Hall. He takes this Opportunity
of acquainting his Friends that he manufactures
Patent Imperial Dining-Room Window Curtains, Chairs, Four Post and Tent Bedsteads;
Sofa Beds, and Chair Beds, with every other
Article in the Upholstery and Cabinet Branch
1. Easy chair, sycamore x-frame construction with original
upholstery, by Marsh and Jones for Titus Salt, 1865. Private

collection.

'

2.

Wardrobe,

sycamore

with inlaid panels, by Marsh and Jones for Titus Salt 1865. Private collection.

for the furnishing of Houses complete on the
Principles. J.K.
newest and most approved
flatters himself from the Experience he has had
in London and the joint Assistance of the most
able Workmen, he will be able to execute every
article with the greatest Taste, and in the first
Style of modern Elegance and Fashion, equal to
any in London, and on Terms most advantageous.'~ A number of documents relating to Kendell's activities during the second and third
decades are preserved, amongst them three bills
dated 1818, 1819 and 1822 for the supply of
mainly soft furnishings to Harewood House but
including some minor items of furniture. A more
recent and remarkable discovery is that of a 119
page notebook of Kendell's that outlines his
price structure and which evidently assisted him
in the complex task of pricing an almost infinite
number of constructional
to furnish a
major opportunity
Yorkshire country house came between 1827 and
1831 when he furnished Eshton Hall, near
Skipton for Miss Curser, for a total of 4186.
accounts reveal some surprisingly
12.
expensive items: '1 Large handsome Knotted
Oak Sideboard richly carved R french polished
etc. to order... f95. 12 handsome solid Roseroom Chairs richly carved,
wood drawing
stuf'd Seats R backs Br. covered red Damask
228.'nfortunately later
tufted each
refurnishing schemes at Eshton have obscured
virtually the entire commission. Other brief
references in the 1840s and 1850s and the
occurrence of good quality furniture in numerous
country houses could indicate that Kendell had
achieved a measure of county acclaim.
To John Marsh and Edward Jones, in 1864,
Kendell's firm evidently presented an attractive opportunity to purchase a well established
provincial firm. Jones came from Oswestry and
Marsh was already in Leeds, being recorded in
the trade directory of 1861 as 'Manager, 14
Queen's Square'. Henry H. Cribb came from an
exclusive furnishing shop in Soho Square, London, shortly after 1864 to serve as an apprentice,
becoming a partner in the firm in 1872. FollowMarsh and Jones
ing Kendell's retirement,
completely furnished Baildon Lodge for Titus
Salt, son of Sir Titus Salt, the mill-owner of
Saltaire. The enormously comprehensive bills,
dated between 1865 and 1866, provide a roomto-room account of furniture, furnishings and
4,000.~
decorative alterations, totalling over
variations.'endell's

$

4.'he

$ 19...$

$

The servants', bachelors', spare and best rooms
are all methodically dealt with: for instance, an
oak bookcase was supplied for the library at a
cost of /145 and even mundane incidentals, such
are
as toilet ware sets for the servants'ooms,
minutely recorded. Titus Salt evidently pre-

ferred walnut furniture in his own bedroom; oak
was used in the spare room, birch in the
Bachelor's Room and solid sycamore for the
'Best'edroom and dressing room. The X-frame
easy chair (Fig. 1), based on the design for a
Glastonbury chair and the finest surviving item
of bedroom furniture, and a wardrobe priced at
f75. 12. 0 (Fig. 2), probably came from this
later suite of rooms. Salt Junior married Catherine Crossley in 1866 and in the early 1870s they
moved to Mi Incr Field, Bingley, where this
Gothic furniture
no doubt
mildly detailed
blended with the Gothic interior of their new
home.
Marsh and Jones now enjoyed the prestige of a
London showroom at 66 Margaret Street,
Cavendish Square and they enlisted the services
of the designer, Charles Bevan. Together they
marketed 'Bevan's New Registered Reclining
Chair', an adjustable piece of furniture that
claimed to combine the advantages of comfort
and aesthetics.'wo of these were supplied to
Titus Salt: 'A Wainscot Oak Registered Reclining Chair, spring stuffed with best hair,
covered in marone morocco, brass nailed.
for the library,
Polished
1 L10.0.'as intended
and probably a more modest version for 6.15.0
(perhaps in birch to match the rest of the
was scheduled
for the Bachelor'
furniture)
Room. The most magnificent,'xtant
piece of
furniture from the Salt commission is the grand
piano (Fig. 3) for which Charles Bevan submitted signed designs in 1866. S R P Erard
supplied the movement and Marsh and Jones
the case. The Building JVews, 1 March 1867,
noted the designs: 'The groundwork is of satinwood: the inlays of amboyna, purple heart,
orange wood, black and harewood etc. are cut
by Mr Vert. The mouldings round the panels
are relieved with gold. On the same sheet will be
seen a canterbury and duet ottoman, designed
to match. The whole of Mr Salt's furniture is
designed by the same artist...'. The Salt piano
has been compared with another at Lotherton
Hall and whilst also in satinwood, with inlaid
panels by Marsh and Jones, it differs somewhat
in constructional
details and decoration. The

$

$
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3.

Grand piano, satinwood with marquetry panels, case by
Marsh and Jones, designed by Charles Bevan, for Titus
Salt, 1867, detail. Private collection.

4. Music

cabinet, satinwood with marquetry
and Jones, c1870. Lotherton Hall.
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inlay, by Marsh

case of the Salt piano is mounted on slender
paired supports and the profusion and variety of
inlaid panels is highlighted, near the keyboard,
carved arcading. The music
beautifully
b
cabinet (Fig. 4) at Lotherton Hall has features in
common with the canterbury on Bevan's 1866
design; the size, supports, finials and much of the
decorative detail being almost identical. The
cabinet is
lower section of this satinwood
enclosed by simulated tongued and grooved
boards, a feature that reoccurs in a number of
items in the Salt commission and later in furniture made by Marsh Jones and Cribb. For
Victorians who disliked or perhaps could not
afford satinwood furniture, Marsh and Jones
made almost identical models in oak; the davenport (Fig. 5) again closely corresponds to a
design by Charles Bevan for a satinwood 'Lady'
Davenport'llustrated
in the Building Eertts,
17 March 1865." In an era of confusing stylistic
guises, this piece received a deserving accolade:
'the general outlines are appropriate and pleasThe propriety of showing the construction instead of hiding it, seems to be fully
recognized... there is neither veneering, paint,
nor concealed jointing. The framing is all solid.
There is nothing whatever, either in this, or in
the other specimens of the same kind, to support
the common prejudice against Gothic furniture.
This selection of Gothic furniture by Marsh
and Jones is completed by the sofa table (Fig. 6)
which incorporates many of the now familiar
ingredients of Bevan's vocabulary —the slender
banded shafts with moulded bases and delicately carved capitals, chamfered edges, geometric designs, alternate strings and discs,
scalloped fronds and beautifully incised and
exceptionally good quality hardware.
We may now consider, in retrospect, that
much of Bevan's furniture is overdecorated; it is
nevertheless 'reformer's Gothic'ased on relatively simple and rational forms. Whilst it
attempted to replace the impractical but archaeologically sound Gothic furniture of designers
like A. W. N. Pugin, it too generated its own
critics. Bevan's cabinet organ, illustrated in the
Building Jtiettts, 2 November 1866, was reproached
for lacking character, in a letter addressed to the
magazine's next edition." The criticism might
in
well have applied
to Bevan's furniture
general: 'I may be wrong, it is true, but I never
saw much good to be done with chamfer and
notch ornament, nor do I consider that columns

ing....

5. Davenport, oak, by Marsh and Jones, designed by Charles
Bevan, 1864. Private collection, London.
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t gz sycamore with marqn ny
inlay by Marsh and Jones, c
c1865.
prtvate coll ecnon

7.

age h es,t oaak with carved panels,
by Marsh and Jones,
C

1870. Private collection.

and buttresses, to say nothing of gablets and
finials, form any integral portion of mediaeval
furniture... I am certain that it is not by chamfering and nicking and notching, or by dabbing
on round spots at intervals like red, black, or
white wafers, that organ cases can be made
pleasing, or mediaeval furniture satisfactory.
The Glastonbury chair was neither nitched,
notched nor spotted, but is held to be a good

chair

nevertheless.'he

oak rug chest (Fig. 7) belongs to the same
collection as the other Salt pieces, but does not
appear amongst the bills submitted by Marsh
and Jones between 1865 and 1866. The faintly
oriental carved panels would no doubt have
pleased William Morris and later designers of
the Aesthetic Movement. A number of extant
examples of furniture throughout the country
made by Marsh and Jones indicate that the firm
was equally at home making good quality,
traditional
revival pieces.'any
items are
identified with a paper label pasted to a concealed surface, recording a serial number, workman's name and, in one instance, the actual
wood.'he firm never recorded their address
on labels, they were too well known for that, but
a proportion of Marsh Jones and Cribb's labels
conveniently disclose the date of manufacture.
Henry H. Cribb agreed the final settlement of

11. The oak davenport
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the Salt account in June 1866 and the firm continued to flourish after he became a partner in
1872. They exhibited throughout this country
and abroad; in Paris in 1878, they displayed a
lavishly appointed oak sideboard designed by
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that points to Marsh Jones and Cribb employing
architect designers: in 1879, F R. A Wheeldon of
Birmingham and Wolverhampton
designed a
walnut cabinet, in 1890, W. R. Lethaby, a
china stand, and the firm supplied furniture to
Heathcote, I lkley in 1907 to designs by Sir
Edwin Lutyens. Equally impressive patronage
came from Leningrad, Moscow and the Black
Sea resorts and their list of achievements
included the furnishing of first class suites in the
Cunard liners Mauretania (1907) and Aquitania
(1914). In 1888 their show rooms faced Boar
Lane with the workshops behind in Basinghall
Street. The premises were well equipped with
painting and gilding departments, a polishing
shop, wood store and a twelve horse-power
engine supplied power to morticing, tenoning,
sawing, planing, moulding and other constructional machinery." Marsh Jones and Cribb
ceased to make furniture shortly after the 1914—
1918 War and are today furnishing, electrical
and painting contractors.
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Edward Burra, an eccentric,
delicate creature

talented,

SARAH GRIFFITHS

'Thank you for the 2 daintie pc's they will be so
useful for my new pictures we never bother to
paint in this part now we just stick on things
instead.'eeds

City Art Gallery has just acquired one
of the collages to which Burra referred in this
letter to a friend in 1929.'nly eight of these

collages have come to light; they were rediscovered in 1969 in a cupboard in the artist'
house at Rye.
This apparent disregard for his finished work
was characteristic of Burra (1905—1976). Sir
John Rothenstein, who visited him in his studio,
remembered seeing rolls of drawings scattered
around the room, mixed up with books, magazines and records which covered the furniture
and part of the floor.2 While he was working
Burra tended to stand paint pots on his drawings, leaving coloured rings and spatters of paint
and sometimes, as compositions grew, he pasted
sheets of paper together to accommodate the
larger drawing. In spite of this, Burra's use of
watercolour and the cut-outs for the collages were
extremely precise.3 This apparent contradiction
emphasises the importance Burra placed on the
process of painting rather than on the finished
piece of work and indicates his general dislike of
'the art industry'nd its prejudices.
It was partly on these grounds that Burra
insisted on privacy, ignoring critics and rarely
making statements or giving explanations of his
work. Although he exhibited regularly in London, he was unenthusiastic about showing his
paintings. He was not particularly interested in
the response of an audience, and he made no
attempt to amuse or placate them or offer interpretations, even when the subject matter was
intensely private and impenetrable. It was this
attitude which lead his fellow artist Paul Nash to
describe him as 'an eccentric, talented, delicate
creature, extremely amusing'.
Vened avec moi (Fig. 1) is just such a problem.
It was not considered for exhibition until nearly
forty years after its execution. It seems that even
by Burra's standards, it was too private to go on
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show. Indeed, it is such an idiosyncratic and
personal construction that at first it seems quite
detached from common experience. This is
ironic as the actual material of the collage is
taken from magazines and sales catalogues.
Re-using these images involves a double shockef'ect; first, that of revamping material created
for a mass audience in a 'work of art', and
second, that of placing familiar images in
strange contexts. This unpretentious attitude to
media would have appealed to Burra's dislike of
the exclusive art world and allows him to explore
a freer, more popular style.
Collage was technically a new departure for
Burra. Until 1929, his work consisted of watercolours, pencil or pen and ink drawings and
occasional oil paintings. The year before he had
engraved some wood blocks, apparently at the
suggestion of Paul Nash, but Burra did not print
from the blocks, and they too, like the collages,
were abandoned in his studio and only reappeared years later. The impetus for the collage experiments was also connected with Nash;
the interest came from Burra's knowledge of the
work of contemporary German artists. He and
Nash (who also moved to Rye in 1930) had discovered German magazines which illustrated
the work of Surrealist and Dada artists, particularly that of Rene Magritte, George Grosz and
Max Ernst. The Dada artists claimed to have
discovered 'dada montage'r
photomontage
(less confusingly called collage, as the process
involved is not a photographic one). Nash was
already interested in the use of photographs to
supplement his work, although neither he nor
Burra pursued the medium of collage for very
long. They did collaborate, however, on at least
one work, Rough on rats (c1930), now in a private

collection.

Although Burra took up one of the techniques
of Dada, the results were of a much more per-

sonal nature. The Berlin Dada artists, among
them George Grosz, John Heartfield, Raoul
Hausmann and Hannah Hoch, were concerned
with social and political comment, while Burra

1.

Venez

aver moi,

c1930, pencil and collage, by Edward Burra. Leeds City Art Gallery.

2.

Rio Grande, 1935, production by the Sadler's Wells Company, sets and costumes by Burra, music by Constant Lambert and choreography by Frederick Ashton. Photograph
courtesy of the Victoria and Albert Museum.

was giving expression to more private feelings.
With the Dada artists he enjoyed the potential of
what Ernst (echoing the writer Lautreamont)
called 'the fortuitous encounter... upon a nonsuitable plane of two mutually distant realities
which draws a spark from their
from the pre-existing constraints of logical
sequence and situation, such work accepts the
dreamlike discontinuity of time, space and event
and the possibility of translating this into a flat,
juxtaposition'.'reed

static image.
Burra's friendship with Nash was not limited
to the exchange of ideas about their work. In
February 1930 the two artists went on holiday to
the south of France, with Margaret Nash, and a
friend, Ruth Clark. Burra had already visited
this area several times; in 1929, he stayed at
Toulon with Jean Cocteau. The south coast of
France was particularly
attractive to many
young artists; some of them found a romantic
atmosphere which was not apparent in their
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ordinary lives. Constant Lambert, the composer,
who was himself fascinated by the 'cafe tunes,
dock life and Negro bands'f the south of
France referred to this attraction as the search
for exoticism: 'Unable to find exoticism in the
strange and distant, we force ourselves to dive
down into the familiar, and what is conveniently
called Low Life provides the exotic motive for
the post-war artists.'t may have been in
Toulon that year that Burra first met Lambert, a
friendship which was to prove artistically productive later.
Burra and Nash evidently enjoyed the vitality
of the Mediterranean
ports, although Ruth
Clark preferred the gentler atmosphere of Nice.
According to Nash, he and Burra spent the
evenings at sailors'ars or at the cinema'nd at
a particularly productive phase of Burra's work,
these experiences gave him material for drawings and water-colours and for the stage designs
of the ballet Rio Grande. The ballet was set to
music by Lambert with choreography by Frederick Ashton. In composing the music, Lambert
moved away from the original poem by Sacheverell Sitwell, which had sparked off the work.

holding a fan (not visible in the illustration but shown in photographs of the production, at the Victoria and Albert Museum). The
transparent costume of the woman at the left of
the foreground group in the collage is reminiscent of'he sheer skirt of the Creole Girl in the
ballet. Burra's original drawing for the sets
shows a mountainous landscape dropping away
to the sea, very like the background of Vened ooec
window

moi.

3.

Keep your head,

Tate Gallery.

1930, pencil and collage, by Burra. '1'bc

The poem was described as 'romantic and evocative'hereas the same critic called the ballet 'an
almost brutal affair of gauchos and sailors and
their drabs before a back cloth designed amusingly to debunk the charms of the Spanish
Main.'" Certainly the aggressive subject and this
irreverent, anti-classical use of ballet would have
appealed to Burra, but the intention of both the

ballet's composer and its designer was to
applaud something vigorous and full of life,
rather than to urbanely mock naivety, as the
critic suggested. In 1931, the first production of
'A day in a southern port', as the ballet was first
called, caused a sensation. The music was brash
and modern, making use of jazz rhythms, and
Burra's set and costume designs were equally
daring and unconventional (Fig. 2).
Vened aoec moi (Fig. 1) is thought to be contemporaneous
with the Rio Grande designs of
1930, and this dating seems to be supported by
the themes and images which occur in both
works. For instance, the two tiers of 'theatre
boxes'n the right of the collage appear in the
Rio Grande designs as windows and doorways
painted on scenery wings. (Fig. 2.) The strange,
primitive figure at the top right of the collage
reappeared in the stage sets as a woman at a

However, the collage is not a preparatory
sketch for the Rio Grande sets and it is not necessary or constructive to identify every similarity
between the two. The collage stands in its own
right; in some ways, it is the antithesis of the
ballet designs. It was produced essentially as a
piece of private work —not f'r exhibition (at
least, not originally), whereas the ballet designs
were necessarily performing a very public f'unction. In the stage designs some of the more
puzzling elements of Burra's work are suppressed; this (and his later theatre designs in the
1940s) is one of the few examples of his work
where he had to consider carefully the effect on

his audience.

The collage explores some of the more fantastic possibilities suggested by the subject. The

4.

The art critic (Der Kunstreporter),

Hausmann

1919, collage, by Raoul

(1886-19711.The Tate Gallery.
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5.

Cabaret scene, el 930, pencil, by Burra, on the reverse
avec moi. Leeds City Art Gallery.
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themes of dance, the theatre and spectators are
as much part of the collage as they are of the
ballet, but in Vened avec moi there are additional,
more disturbing elements. The lush, over-ripe
flowers on the left are made more sinister by the
single, staring eyes which Burra added; the
snake coiling beneath this plant has been given a
ludicrously unsuitable toy-horse's head. Yet in
spite of these unreasonable creations and the
uneasy sensation of the watching plant and the
two (or three?) women behind it, the scene is a
happy one. The girls coming down the steps (one
of them apparently the progeny of an advertisement for woolly vests and a football hero) and
the people in the house behind, are dancing,
while the audience in the theatre boxes watches
the main performers. This group is posed almost
classically, in a triangular composition with the
Goya-esque woman with a fan at the base of the
triangle. In contrast to this eclectic, academic
6.

Cogee stall,

1930, pencil, by Burra. The Tate Gallery.

approach, Burra's use of collage here is particureducing human anatomy to
mechanical counterparts. Here he is approaching the work of Max Ernst, though it is characteristic of Burra to mix humanistic and mechanistic figures in one group. This technique can
also be seen in the collage Keep your head (Fig. 3)
in the Tate Gallery.
In comparison with much of the work of the
Dada artists, the mood of Vened avec moi is gently
lyrical. In spite of its strangeness, it has none of
of
the savagery and profound disillusionment
Raoul Hausmann's collage The art critic (Fig. 4).
This is a particularly cruel example of collage's
'lively and spiteful adherence to reality't the
hands of the Dada artists. In Hausmann's collage, the gouged mouth and downward line of
proportioned
the eyes, with the grotesquely
which is both
figure, suggest a personality
vicious and impotent, motivated entirely by
material concerns and preoccupied with respectability. The Berlin Dada artists co-operated
closely as a group; Grosz and Heartfield worked

larly anarchistic,

7.

Scene toith ftgures,

Gallery.

c1930, pencil, by Burra. The Tate

together on collages, and Kurt Schwitters seems
to have exerted a strong influence on Hausmann's technique —for example, his use of rubber-stamped words, and the use of the chancecreated word 'Merz'n the cut-out figure of a
business man, on the right." This makes it even
more interesting that Nash and Burra worked on
collages together, especially considering Burra's
usual reticence. The updated version of a classical landscape and the heroic group in the foreground of Vened avec moi allows Burra's collage a
certain optimism which is missing in the Berlin
Dada collages. It invites the viewer into an
imaginary world, to a seductive escapism, while
the Berlin collages confront the actual world,
without trying to escape. In Vened avec moi there
is a feeling of classical perfectability and aspiration which is not always present in Burra's early
work. Like Grosz, he was quite capable of showing the depravity and sordidness of society, as in

his portrayal of the cinema audience in Early
Night.t2
It seems that Burra only produced collages in
the years 1929 and 1930, and although stylistically they stand out from the rest of his work,
their subject matter can be related to work from
other periods of his life. For instance, his interest
in the theatre and films provided the theme for
Show Girls (1929), Super Cinema (1934), Mae West
(1935) and the designs for The Miracle in the
Gorbals, Carmen and Don juan in the 1940s. What
makes Vened avec moi such an important example
of his work is that it is an early exploration of
themes and imagery central to Burra's development, in a medium which shows his characteristic disregard for artistic prejudices. Like the
drawings themselves, the collages depend on the
quality of line involved; Burra's sinuous, rigidly
exact and austere drawing can be seen in the
cabaret scene (Fig. 5) on the reverse of Vened
avec moi. The method by which Burra arrived at
this completely finished effect shows his painstaking reinforcement
and correction until a

smooth, apparently solid line emerges. Sometimes whole drawings were rubbed out in this
process. The drawing Cogee stall (Fig. 6) in the
Tate Gallery, for example has on the reverse a
Mediterranean cafe scene (Fig. 7) under which
can clearly be seen an earlier, rejected and
erased version of the Cogee Stall.
In temperament, the cabaret scene is much
more aggressive and strident than the gently
mysterious and allusive Vened avec moi. The
vigour of Cabaret is not limited to the subject of
the two muscular female dancers; the whole
treatment echoes this tension. From the high
viewpoint, the observer looks down into the
enclosed square of the dance floor which is cut
sharply by the diagonal lines of the spot-lights.
The lines of the composition are so intricately
involved that the drawing is resolved into a
linear pattern on the surface of the paper. Forms
overlap and intertwine contradicting their normal three-dimensional
and the
relationships,
spatial contrast between foreground and background is no longer distinct.
Together, the Leeds drawing and collage
represent two relatively light-hearted aspects of
Burra's work; 'undertones of menace and corruption'" are not emphasised. The strangeness
of Vened avec moi does not overpower the suggestions of optimism and aspiration. The heroic
feeling is reinforced by Burra's use of mechanical
equivalents. This relates to what Herbert Read
identified as 'the beauty of functional perfectionua and it is substantiated
by Wilhelm

Worringer's explanation of the artist's attempt
to 'establish another world of perceptual values,
a world of absolute and permanent values placed
above the shifting world of appearances and free
from the arbitrariness of life'.is The 'arbitrariness of life's very much a part of the random
juxtapositions of which Burra made use in his
collages, and ironically, it is through these that
he constructs 'fixed conceptual images'o replace 'casual perceptual'nes. As well as allowing Burra to enjoy a visual joke and to aim a
blow at academic art traditions, the reduction
and concentration of the medium of collage
allowed him to express an entirely personal state
of mind, while it carried on the search for a solution to a fundamental artistic question.
Later artists continued to make use of collage's
concise imagery and popular relevance, although they could not have been influenced by
Burra as his collages were not shown publicly
until after 1969. Eduardo Pao[ozzi and Richard
Hamilton, who are particularly identified with
this technique, used collage from the late 1940s
on, but they were directly influenced by the
Dada artists, as Burra had been twenty years
before. In spite of the difference in geographical
and social situations between the artists who
used collage at various times during this century,
their motivation was the same. There was a
basic wish on the part of the artist to free himself
from conventional forms and materials, and to
align himself with popular rather than academic

art.

Footnotes

1. Letter to Barbara Ker-Seymer dated June [?] 1930,
Springfield [Rye), quoted by Sir John Rothenstein in
Edward Burra, Tate Gallery catalogue, 1973, p. 88.
2. Rothenstein, op. cit., p. 26.
3. See Tate Biennial Report, 1970—2, p. 89.
4. Quoted in Anthony Bertram, Paul Pash, 1955, p. 146.
5. Quoted in Aaron Scharf, Art and photography, 1968, p.
222.

6. Constant Lambert,

Music

Ho!, 1934, p. 170.

12.

Illustrated in Rothenstein,

op.

cit., no. 21.

13. Rothenstein, Modern English painters:
1974, p. 103.
14. Herbert Read, Art Pow, 1933, p. 79.
15. Quoted in Read, oP. cit., p. 81.
Illustrations
permission

Wood to Hockney,

of Burra's work are reproduced
of Lady Ritchie.

by

kind

7. Quoted in Bertram, oP. cit., p. 147.

8. Richard Capell, Evening Standard, November 30, 1931.
9. Now in the possession of the Lefevre Gallery, London.

10. Wieland

Herzfelde

in john

Heartjield,

catalogue, 1969, p. 6.
11. The Tate Gallery dates Hausmann's

and Schwitters first applied the word
in 1918.
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An Early Eighteenth Century
the Goldsmith Anthony Nelme

Bill from

ELSJE PRINS

A bill from the goldsmith Anthony Nelme, dated
16 August 1714, has recently come to light
which, although not in perfect condition, is of
sufficient interest to justify publishing it in full
a period of twenty
(Appendix).'panning
months, the earliest entry being dated 16 December 1712, and totalling /338.18.9, the bill provides, among other things, substantial information concerning the types of plate and repairs
provided by the goldsmith and the way he
charged for his work. Nelme presented the bill to

Peregrine Osborne, 2nd Duke of Leeds, who,
upon the death of his father, Sir Thomas
Osborne, had recently inherited the estate of
Kiveton Park in Yorkshire.s
Anthony Nelme (working 1681—1722), one of
the most prominent
goldsmiths of his time,
entered his mark in 1697 and was established at
the Golden Bottle in Ave Maria Lane in the
parish of St. Martin's in the City of London,
where he worked until his death in 1722. He
enjoyed Royal patronage, his most important

¹I~
=

"ss
1.

Teapot

Gallery.
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silver, 1708, hallmark of Anthony Xielme. Assheton Bennett Collection,
by courtesy of the Trustees of the Assheton Bennett Collection.

Manchester

City Art

work in this regard being a pair of tall silver-gilt
altar candlesticks, commissioned in 1694 for St.
George's Chapel, Windsor Castle.s Although he
was born in England, Nelme worked primarily
in the prevailing Huguenot style of French goldsmiths.4
The bill clearly indicates that minor work was
frequently carried out by the goldsmith's workshop; one must realise that much of this type of
work would not have been undertaken by the
goldsmith himself but by his assistants or apprentices. Repairs or alterations mentioned in the
bill include, for example, soldering on a foot and
handle to a skillet, soldering five branches to a
candlestick, mending a cabinet of filigree work
and adding silver to it, soldering the joints of a
tankard, adding four new silver feet to a basket,
'boyling, planishing & burnishing a Tea pott
and Lamp Stand, Coffee pott &. Chocolate pott',
and adding a pin to a coffee pot. In certain
cases, however, work was given out. For instance, a payment of 3s. was made to the smith
for cleaning andirons and there is a small but
interesting payment to a cabinet-maker
p9 the Cabinett maker for
00:07:06
the glass &. a new Desk
The crucial verb in this entry is missing, unfortunately, and we can conclude from this entry only
that an exchange of some sort took place
between the cabinet-maker and the goldsmith
about a sheet of glass.
The bill also clearly indicates the way Nelme
charged for his services. When making new
plate, for instance, two separate prices were
charged: one price was for the actual weight of
the object (the weight of the material used),
while the other was for 'fashion'working
the
plate into an object), the amount charged
depending on the intricacy of the work underis separately
invoiced and
taken.'ngraving
does not count as fashion. To give two examples,
on 3 December 1714, Nelme made
A Wash ball box & a spunge box

[...]

both pierced

w<<

oz:dwt
16: 15.

s d

at5:6poz

Fashion at 1 each
and, on 4 September 1713
A Soope spoone
oz dwt
sd
wV 8: 6 at5:6poz
Fashion 8s Engraving a Crest &
Coronet t 1'.

4:12:2
02:00:00
02:05:8

00:09:00.

In general, the charges for fashion vary from Is.

to 10s. per piece. A notable exception is the
'Wash ball'nd
'spunge'oxes mentioned
above. The higher cost of fashion in this case is
probably due to the piercing.
The social standing of the 2nd Duke of Leeds
is directly reflected in many of the objects
ordered: seals with coat-of-arms, supporters, a
ducal coronet, and an Order of the Garter. The
bill even specifies a payment to the
presumably for obtaining a copy of the
Duke's coat-of-arms. Engravings were restricted
to crests, coats-of-arms, supporters, coronets,
and the family motto Pax in Bello. The reason
that the 2nd Duke commissioned such a large
number of objects bearing a ducal emblem
was no doubt his recent accession to the title.
The silver mentioned in the bill, except for the
Garter and seals, is for domestic rather than
ceremonial plate. Silver objects for domestic use
included candlesticks, snuffer-pans, salts, a shavsponge box,
ing basin, a 'Wash ball box','
casters, cruet stands, a tankard, and various
types of cutlery, consisting of forks, knives,
spoons, a mustard spoon, soup spoons, and a
'Preserveing Spoone'. Of the salts, we know four
to have been of square section (see the relevant
entry for 3 December 1714). One pair of candlesticks had to be 'chast', and the spoons, which
were usually ordered by the dozen or multiples
of this amount, had to be either 'pollisht'r
'burnisht'. Of interest is the practice of charging
separately for the hafts (handles) of the knives
and forks and for the knife blades and fork
prongs. All cutlery was engraved with crests and
coronets, their velvet-lined cases being provided
by the goldsmith. Of all items in the bill, those
listed above were the most expensive, costing
200 two-thirds the total
altogether well over
amount of the bill.
On 24 August 1713 and 14 May 1714,
Nelme received from the Duke plate valued at
255.07.11. He apparently accepted this plate
as partial payment of the full bill, for its value
has been subtracted from the total owed, leaving
a cash balance owed to Nelme of 83.00.10.
This latter sum Nelme received on 1 February
1714.'he substitution of old-fashioned plate
for cash payments was a relatively common
practice, due to the inherent and considerable
value of gold and silver. These objects would,
have been melted down and
undoubtedly,
reworked in time.
Heraldry'ffice,

$

$

$
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Appendix

Bought of Anthony Nelme Goldsmith at ye Golden Bottle in
Ave Mary Lane London August 16'". 1714

1714

Septem". 4t"

A large Silver Scale w'." 8 Coats Supporters

Paid at the Herrallds
A large Steele Scale
Ivory Head
A Garter and fitting
A Steele Scale
Soldering on a foote

Office

with 9 Coats Supporters

[...]Gold wor[k]e

s

Coronett & Motto with an

p[...E]ngraved

Decem'. 3!1

to [a] Skillett &. a handle
oz dwtgr
Two pair of Candlesticks
Snufferpan 75: 10: 12 at
s d
ozdwtgr
A pair of Steel!t Snuffer
4: 13: 12 at 5: 6 p oz
Fashion
Engraving 6 Crests &
tts]

[...]

[...]!

Four Square Salts
Fashion at

s

wt'.

s

d

6: 6:

07:10:00
01:00:00
01:00:00
00:02:6

01:05:9

00:08:00
00:06:00

s cl

03:03:5
01:04:00

Crests &. Coronetts 4s
oz dwt
s
box 28: 11 at 8 p oz

[...]r

A p[air] of Chast Candlesticks
Fashion
Fitting up & mending a
phi]llegree worke &. Boyling it
p!t the Cabinett maker for [...]ing the glass &. a new Desk
A Case lined wt9 Velvett & a Lock for the old Case
oz dwt
oz dwt
oz dwt
A Shaving Bason w«26: 9. &. a pott w«20: 5. both w«46: 14.

se[...

at 7'poz

00:05:00

24:11:00

[...
[...a]t 5: 6 p oz

5: each Engr[aving...]

d

01:07:6

& a Coronett

oz dwt

A Wash ball box & a spunge box both peirced wtt 16: 15. at
Fashion at i~ each
Engraving the pott wt". Coat Supporters & Coronett
Engraving 3 Crests &. Coronetts
A Case
oz dwt
s d
Twelve knife & 12 Fork hafts wt'. 44: 14. at 5: 6. p oz
Fashion at 3s each
Twelve Blades &. 12 Forks at 1'ach
oz dwt
Four & Twenty pollisht spoones w't 62: 18. at 5: 6: p oz
Fashion at 3'ach
Engraving 48 Crests & Coronetts at 1'ach
A Case

sd

s d

5: 6 p

oz

11:08:5
00:08:00
02:00:00
00:07:6
03:00:00
16:07:00

4:12:2

02:00:00
00:06:00
00:03:00
00:14:00

12:05:10
03:12:00
01:04:00
17:06:00
03:12:00
02:08:00
01:00:00

125:18:10
28

1712
Decemr

Brought from the other Side
oz dwt
oz dwt
A Sett of Casters w". 28: 8. & a Crewitt stand w'! 44: 02.
oz dwt
both w'! 72: 10. at 7' oz
Engraving 6 Crests &. Coronetts
Four Crewitts, 2 Incorporateing &. 2 Mustard Glasses
dwt
s d
A Mustard spoone
at 5: 6 p oz
Fashion
oz dwt
s d
Two Salts w'! 4: 19. at 5: [6] p oz
Fashion at 5s each Engraving
Crests & Coronetts 2s
oz dwt
d
A pollisht Soop[...]ew«8: 3.
p oz
Fashion 8s Engraving a Crest & [Co]r[o]nett 1'.
Soldering 5 Branches on a pair of Candlesticks &. Boyling the same
Soldering the handle of a Skillet
Boyling & planishing the same
oz dwtgr
s d
w']'. 01: 3: 12 at 5: 3. p oz
A Silver Scale to an Ivory head

w«7.

[...]

[...]

1713

Aprill 16t"

[...]:

[...]s
G[...]

June 1't

[...]

[...

1 3th

July 31.

l'"
15.

Septemr

[...]

[..

4th

s

Fashion 3s Engraving
Supporters Coronett & Motto: 2: 10.
Ivory... Case 4s in all
oz dwt gr
A Gold Chaine w'". 2 Gold
4: 3. at 4: p oz
Fashion of the Chaine &.
A Brass hooke Gill &.
A Cornelian Scale Engr[...]ts Supporters Coronett &. Motto.
dwt gr
A Gold head wt! 6: 20.
Fashion & setting
Soldering an Ostridge on the
k] of a Tea Kettle
oz dwt
sd
A Tankard w«34: 07 at 6: 2 p oz
A Box
A Blade & Fork to 2 Silver hafts
oz dwt
s 6
Two Badges for Watermen wt'. 38: 01 at 7: 6 p oz
oz dwt
sd
Two pair of Candlesticks &. a Snuffer pan 77: 14 at 6: 6. p oz
oz dwt
sd
A pair of Steeld Snuffers w«4: 19 at 5: 6 p oz
Fashion
Engraving 6 Crests & Coronetts
oz dwt
sd
Four & Twenty hafts w'! 43: 07 at 5: 6 p oz
Fashion at 3'ach
Twelve Blades & 12 Forks at 1'ach
oz dwt
sd
Four &. Twenty pollisht spoones w«62: 4 at 5: 6 p oz
Fashion at 3s each
Engraving 48 Crests & Coronetts at 1'ach A Case 1
An

May 18'".

Aug'

[...]

s

d

125:18:10

025:07:6
00:06:00
00: 10:00
00:02:00
00:01:00

01:07:3
00:12:00
02:04:00
00:09:00
00:15:00
00:04:00

00:06:2
03:02:00

04:16:6
05:00:00
00:06:00
5:00:00
01:07:4
00:12:00
00:02:6

10:11:10
00:00:6
00:02:00
14:05:4
25:05:00

01:07:3

00:07:00
00:06:00

11:18:6
03:12:00
01:04:00
17:02:01
03:12:00
03:08:00

271:11:5
29

1713

Septemr 4<"

Brought from the other side
oz
Four &. Twenty hafts w«19: at

ozdwt
Twelve Silver forks w'! 9: 2. at
Fashion of the hafts at

29th

Novem". 21«

Janry 29'"
Febry 12.

1714

Aprill 5~"

May 11.

30

s

5: 6 p
s

d

d

05:04:6

oz

5: 3 p oz

2: 6 each. The
oz dwt

02:07:9
04:04:00

forks at 2s each

sd

Twelve pollisht spoones w~! 14: 2 at 5: 6 p oz
Fashion at 2s each
Engraving 36: Crests & Coronetts at ls each
A Case 18s For 12 Glazed Blades 12s
A White Cornelian Scale with 2 Coats a Compartm! &. Coronett
dwt gr
A Gold head to the Scale w". 3: 3 at 4s p dwt
Fashion & Setting
ozdwt
s d
A Soope spoone w«8: 6 at 5: 6 p oz
Fashion 8s Engraving a Crest & Coronett 1'.
oz dwt
A Soope spoone w«7: 7. at 5[...]poz
Fashion
oz
s
A Preserveing spoone w«[...]at 5: 6 p oz

[...]2Crests

s

03:17:6
01:04:00
01:16:00
Ol:10:00
01:10:00

00:12:6
00:12:00
02:05:8
00:09:00
02:00:6
00:07:00

01:17:01

Coronetts 2

00:12:00

Twelve Burnisht spoones w~I
] 5: 5 p oz
s d
Fashion at 1: 9 each
Engraving 12[ ..]at 8< each
A hanging Candlestick w«[...]' oz
Engraving a Crest &. C[oronett)
Mending a Cabinett of philligree work & Silver added
ozdwt gr
s d
A Pannykin w«5: 17: 12. at 5: 6 p oz
Fashion 5s Engraving 6<9 An Ebony handle 1'.

08:06:01

Fashion

Qcfotg".

s d

s

271:11:5

&,

peirceing

l(X'

[..

&.

s cl

Soldering the Joynts of a Tankard & Silver added
Paid Porter bringing the Plate
Boyling a Chandeleer with 8 Branches, &. a Lesser
A pair of large Sconces with double tops &, Branches
A pair of Branch Candlesticks 2 perfuming potts the Chast outside
worke of a Guilt Cup and Cover
2 Cups & Covers Ungilt of the same work, 2 pair of Andirons,
6 Garter Sconces, A pair of figure Candlesticks & Jars & Covers,
2 Bottles &. Covers, 2 Beakers w~". Covers & 2 without Covers,
2 large Basketts, &. a pair of Branch Candlesticks mended in divers
places

01:01:00
00:08:00
06:04:3
00:Ol:00

03:10:00

01:12:4
00:06:6
00:05:00
00:04:00

05:15:00
329:14:01

329:14:01

Brought from the other Side
Added to the top of a perfuming
Fashion

dwt

00:03
00:05:00

at

pott 13 .

dwt
Silver added by making 4 new feete to the Baskett 19 . at
Fashion
Boyling Planishing & Burnishing a Tea pott &. Lamp stand a Coffee

pott &. Chocolate pott
A Pin to the Coffee pott
Two Crooked handles 6s 1 streight handle
Cover &, a button[.. ]Kettle Cover 1'. 6d

1'.

00:05:3
00:02:00
00:06:00
00:01:0

A Button to the tea pott

00:08:6

s

A Case for a Bason & Ewe[r]. Cases for 2 branch Candlesticks 1: 15.
Mending[.. ]the Figure Candlesticks
2 Cases for the perfuming
pott[.. ) a Case for the Sconces 12'.
Paid the Smith for Cleaneing the Andirons
For 10 Brass Nutts
Paid for 2 large Chests with [loc]ks & Keys &. packing Cords &. a

1714
June 17

Aug'. 24'".

1714

May 14tt!

1713

00:03:00
00:03:4

Truss of Straw
For Cullering a large Bas[.. ) partly Guilt &. mending the Ewer &.
Culler[...] Cup & Cover

01:18:00

Four Quier of pac[...]
Soldering a Nozell & pan[...]
Mending a Branch &
]added

00:01:00
00:02:6
00:01:6

[..

25th

04:02:00

[..] h of a Sconce & Silver
oz

Reced a stand w'". 4 Plates w'! 370 at

s

cl

5: 01. p

added

oz

oz dwt
s d
Seaven Dishes w'! 547: 4. at 5: 3 p oz
Two Badges w'! 39: 15 at 5S p oz
oz dwt
s cl
Six 4 tine forks &. 2 Lamp boxes wt! 23: 2 at 5: 2 p oz
oz dwt
s
Seaven old hafts wtt 7: 5. at 5: p oz

s d
94:00:10'38:08:9

143:12:9
09:18:9

05:19:4

Antho: Nelme

)

255:07:11

01:16:3 i

Febru: 1: 1714
Reed of the Right Hont'!e the Marquess of Carmarthen. Eighty three
Pounds by the hands of Mr Geo: Bradshaw. Being in full for Plate.
and all demands.

00:12:00

83:00:10

l. I

would like to thank the archivist of the Yorkshire
Archaeological Society for granting permission to publish this bill (YAS DD5/Box 20).
2. Sir Thomas Osborne, 1st Duke of Leeds (1632—1712),
built Kiveton Park between 1694 and 1705, patronising
some of the leading craftsmen and decorative painters of
his time, among them Louis Laguerre, Sir James Thornhill, Jonathan Maine, Edward Goudge, John Gardom,
and possibly, William Talman. The house which was
situated just off the Sheffield —
Worksop road was demolished in 1812. (See E. Y. Prins, The Building and
Furnishing
of Kiveton Park: A Country House of
Thomas Osborne, 1st Duke of Leeds, unpublished B.A.
dissertation, University of Leeds, 1976.)
Some evidence exists which suggests that he may have
enlisted Nelme's services as well. The first Duke'
accounts (deposited at Williams and Glyn's Bank,
Child's Branch) list two small payments made to a 'Mr
Nelme'or g7:12:00 and L8:14:00on April 17 and July
29, 1703, respectively.
3. C. Lever, Goldsmiths and Silversmiths of England, 1975, p.
182, pl. 42.
4. Lever, ibid, p. 182.
5. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to trace any of
the objects mentioned in the bill, but examples of
Nelme's work from this period can be seen at the Manchester City Art Gallery and The Ashmolean Museum,

Published in Leeds by the Leisure Services Commiltee jointly
and a contribution from the yorkshire Arts Association.
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of his work see J. F. Hayward,
t 688—syz7, 1959, pl. 44A, 51B,
54A, 72A, and 81B, and C. Lever, Goldsmiths and Silversmiths of England, 1975, pl. 42.
6. A washball was 'a ball made of soap and used in washing
the hands'John Ash, The jtfew and Complete Dictionary of
the English Language, vol. 2, London, 1775).
7. The bill is dated August 16, 1714 and plate was received
by Nelme on two occasions: August 24, 1713 and May
14, 1714, the final payment being acknowledged
by
Nelme on February 1, 1714. In this connection, it should
Oxford. For illustrations

Footnotes

with

Huguenot

Silver in England

be noted that until 1752, the legal or civil calendar year
in England began on March 25, which explains what
might otherwise appear to be an impossible sequence of
events. Therefore, to our reckoning, Nelme received and
acknowledged the final payment on February 1, 1715.

As a B.A. Honours student of the Leeds Art
Galleries/Leeds
Decorative
Arts
University
Gourse, Elsje Prins wrote her dissertation on The
Building of Jtiveton Park, the Yorkshire estate of
the Dukes of Leeds.
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the Yorkshire Arts Association.
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artistic events taking place in
Yorkshire plus news,
pre vi ews, a rti cl es a nd profi I es
on what is happening in the
arts.
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The magazine is on sale at
Leeds City Art Gallery,

Exhibition Hall, City Museum,
Kirkstall Abbey Museum,
Park Square Gallery, Northern
Artists Gallery, The Playhouse
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Association for E2 a year
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details or, if you'e never seen
the magazine, a free
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Telephone Leeds 456421

Monday to Friday
zO a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday zo a.m. to

z

p.m.

CERAMICS by David Vaughan,

David Seeger and Annie Bowden
31 May —z July 1977

JACOB KRAMER FOUNDATION
COURSE STAFF SHOW
5 —30 July 1977

HEDY SUTTER —Paintings

JACQUELINE STIEGER —Small
Sculpture and Jewellery
—
y z9 October 1977

KEITH MILOW —Drawings
1 —z6 November 1977

Picture Lending Library
a.m.—5 p.m.,
Saturdays s 0 a.m.—12.3o p.m.

Daily
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